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Gorilla Go Wild HTML5 

Gorilla Go Wild is a 5 reel slot game with a Multi selection Bonus Feature. During regular play, the goal is 

to achieve a winning combination of symbols on any of the 25 lines. Payouts depend on the bet per coin 

played and the winning combination of symbols achieved. The theoretical average return to player (RTP) 

is between 92.060% - 96.512%. 

Game Rules 
30 coins plays 25 paylines 

Payouts are made according to the Paytable 

Payline wins are multiplied by the bet 

Scatter wins are multiplied by the bet 

Scatter wins are added to payline wins 

Highest win only on each selected payline 

Wins on different paylines are added 

All wins occur from Left to Right on selected paylines only except TEMPLE which pays any 

Gorillionaire Win Spins Feature can be retriggered once only with 10 more free games with 3 or more 

TEMPLE 

Only highest scatter win paid per play 

The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game interface.
Any game in progress for more than 24 hours will be cancelled, and the corresponding bet will be 
refunded.



GARY'S BONUS TIME 

After any bought spin, GARY the GORILLA may award a bonus prize of 50,100,150,300 or 1000 multiplied 

by the bet OR entry into Gary the Gorilla’s Feature Kingdom 

GARY Goes BANANAS 

After any bought spin GARY the GORILLA may eat a Banana 

When no Bananas remain, GARY will ADVANCE by moving to a new area of the jungle. GARY will 

ADVANCE 3 times 

Each time GARY ADVANCES the frequency of GARY’s BONUS TIME is increased 

GARY the GORILLA's FEATURE KINGDOM 

3 or more TEMPLE opens GARY the GORILLA's Feature Kingdom 

Feature Kingdom can also be awarded at random from Gary’s Bonus Time 

Choose which Feature to play! 

GORILLIONAIRE WIN SPINS Feature (available after 1st trigger) 

10 Winning Spins are awarded with all wins DOUBLED 

Gorillionaire Win Spins Feature can be retriggered once 

GARY the GORILLA may randomly retrigger the Gorillionaire Win Spins Feature 

Free Games are played at the paylines and bet of the trigger game 

STAY WILD Feature (available after 5th trigger)  

10 Free Games are awarded 

Any WILD that appear are held in that position for any remaining free games 

Stay Wild Feature can be retriggered once 

GARY the GORILLA may randomly retrigger the Stay Wild feature 

Free Games are played at the paylines and bet of the trigger game 

MEGA-RILLA MULTIPLIER Feature (available after 10th trigger) 

10 Free Games are awarded 

All wins are multiplied by the Free Games Multiplier 

Free Games Multiplier starts at 1 

Any WILD that appear during the free games increase the Free Games Multiplier by 1 up to a maximum 

of 10. 

Mega-Rilla Multiplier Feature can be retriggered once. 

GARY the GORILLA may randomly retrigger the Mega-rilla Multiplier feature 

Free Games are played at the paylines and bet of the trigger game 

MORE WILDS Feature (available after 15th trigger) 

10 free games are awarded 

Each free game all occurrences of up to 3 symbols, excluding TEMPLE, may change to WILD. 



More Wilds Feature can be retriggered once 

GARY the GORILLA may randomly retrigger the More Wilds feature 

Free Games are played at the paylines and bet of the trigger game 

 

How to Play 

1: Choose your BET (NOTE: 30 coins plays 25 paylines) 

2: SPIN 

 

 

MAIN GAME SCREEN BUTTONS: 

 

 
SPIN:   Spins the reels 

  

 
Stop:  Stop the reels 

 

 
AUTOPLAY: When more than zero AUTOPLAYs is selected the SPIN button will display the number of 

AUTOPLAYs that will be played. 

 

 
STOP AUTOPLAY: Once auto play begins the SPIN button turns into a STOP AUTOPLAY button and the number of 

AUTOPLAYs remaining will be displayed in the STOP button. 

 

 
Continue:  During free games, this button when appears allow players to skip to the next free game. 

 

 
HOME:  Accesses casino menu 

 

  
SETTINGS: Accesses the SETTING page for  BET and AUTOPLAY options 

 



 
BET:                        Adjusts the BET. The UP/DOWN buttons adjust the BET up or down. The Max Bet button (coin 

icon) will automatically select the maximum bet 
 

 

SETTINGS PAGE BUTTONS: 

 

 
BET: Adjusts the BET per LINE. The UP/DOWN buttons adjust the BET per coin up or down. 

 

 
AUTOPLAY:  Allows automatic consecutive normal game plays. The UP/DOWN buttons increase or decrease 

the number of autoplays. The available autoplays are 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 

45,50,55,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95 and 100. The number of AUTOPLAYs remaining will be 

displayed in the SPIN button during gameplay 

 

 
INFO:  Accesses pay awards for winning symbol combinations. Also contains the rules for the game. 

 

   
MUTE:   Mutes all in-game sound effects. 

 

Keyboard Shortcuts:  

Space bar: Pressing the Space bar will initiate Spin 

 

The game displays all your details in the following display fields:  

Balance:  Displays your total balance  

Total Bet:  The total bet amount. Number of coins multiplied by the BET per coin 

Win:   Displays the amount won in the spin  

 

Malfunction voids all pays and plays 

 


